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Abstract
The realm of wildland fire science encompasses both wild and prescribed fires. Most of the research in the broader
field has focused on wildfires, however, despite the prevalence of prescribed fires and demonstrated need for
science to guide its application. We argue that prescribed fire science requires a fundamentally different approach
to connecting related disciplines of physical, natural, and social sciences. We also posit that research aimed at
questions relevant to prescribed fire will improve overall wildland fire science and stimulate the development of
useful knowledge about managed wildfires. Because prescribed fires are increasingly promoted and applied for
wildfire management and are intentionally ignited to meet policy and land manager objectives, a broader research
agenda incorporating the unique features of prescribed fire is needed. We highlight the primary differences
between prescribed fire science and wildfire science in the study of fuels, fire behavior, fire weather, fire effects, and
fire social science. Wildfires managed for resource benefits (“managed wildfires”) offer a bridge for linking these
science frameworks. A recognition of the unique science needs related to prescribed fire will be key to addressing
the global challenge of managing wildland fire for long-term sustainability of natural resources.
Keywords: fire behavior, fire effects, fire weather, fireline interactions, fuels characterization, post-fire tree mortality,
prescribed burning, wildland fire research

Resumen
El ámbito de la ciencia del fuego comprende tanto a los incendios de vegetación no controlados como a las
quemas prescriptas. La mayoría de las investigaciones en este amplio campo se han enfocado en los incendios de
vegetación, a pesar de la prevalencia de las quemas prescriptas y la probada necesidad de que la ciencia guíe su
aplicación. Argüimos que la ciencia de las quemas prescriptas requiere de un enfoque fundamentalmente diferente
para conectarse con las disciplinas relacionadas de la ciencias físicas, sociales y naturales. También postulamos que
la investigación enfocada a preguntas relevantes para las quemas prescriptas va a mejorar la ciencia de fuegos de
vegetación en general y estimular el desarrollo del conocimiento útil sobre el manejo de fuegos de vegetación.
Dado que las quemas prescriptas son propuestas y aplicadas de manera incremental para para el manejo de fuegos
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de vegetación, y que son intencionalmente iniciadas para lograr metas y objetivos de manejo de tierras, una
agenda más amplia de investigación, incorporando aspectos únicos de las quemas prescriptas, se hace necesaria.
Ilustramos las diferencias primarias entre la ciencia de las quemas prescriptas y la de la ciencia de fuegos naturales
de vegetación en lo que hace al estudio de los combustibles, el comportamiento del fuego, la meteorología, los
efectos del fuego, y las ciencias sociales relacionadas con el fuego. Los incendios manejados para beneficio de los
recursos (“fuegos manejados”) ofrecen un puente para ligar estos marcos científicos conceptuales. El
reconocimiento de las necesidades únicas de la ciencia relacionada con las quemas prescriptas, va a ser clave para
direccionar el desafío global de manejar los incendios de vegetación para la sostenibilidad de los recursos naturales
a largo plazo.

Introduction
Wildland fire science is a broad interdisciplinary field of
study. Current research in wildland fire science includes
study of fuels, fire and smoke behavior, fire history, fire
meteorology, ecological and biophysical effects of fires,
and socio-political influences (Agee 1993; Whelan 1995;
Scott et al. 2013). While fire is generally recognized as a
fundamental ecological process responsible for maintaining diverse vegetation communities, the primary research
focus in wildland fire science since its inception has been
on fire suppression or firefighter safety. This is especially
true in the US: Gisborne (1942) stated, “Fire research is
intended to serve as directly as possible the fire-control
men who must first be successful before any of the other
arts or artists of forestry can function with safety.”
Wildland fire management strategy in the US and elsewhere has gradually shifted from total suppression of all
wildland fire toward recognizing the role of fire as an essential ecological process with potential benefits to natural resources and human health under the right
conditions (Stephens and Ruth 2005; McCaw 2013;
DOI-DOA 2014). This has led to the development of a
conceptual dichotomy: wildfires versus prescribed fires
(Kaufmann and Shlisky 2005). In this context, “wildfires”
are ignited unintentionally (by lightning or human accident) or maliciously (arson). Prescribed fires represent
the alternative, here broadly defined as intentional
ignitions ranging from individuals igniting fires with
purposeful intent and open containment plans based on
natural barriers, to highly organized, complex operations
with extensive documentation and precise containment
objectives. There are often significant differences between the fire behavior, fire regimes, and environmental
conditions that are of most interest in the context of
these two types of fires. Prescribed fires are often promoted as a solution to minimize impacts from wildfires
and maintain ecosystem resilience and are increasingly a
global focus (Fernandes and Botelho 2003; Ryan et al.
2013; Molina-Terrén et al. 2016). Yet, there has been a
lack of targeted science to support their broader application. Because prescribed fire scenarios are not generally
the same as wildfires, it is not sufficient to assume that

wildfire research will address prescribed fire information
needs. Here we define the term “prescribed fire science” to
include research on intentional ignitions designed for specific resource management objectives, with the expectation
that the results of this research agenda could also advance
managed wildfires that meet resource objectives.
In comparison to wildfires, prescribed fires across the
globe have received relatively little scientific attention
given their frequency, extent, and relevance to broader
natural resource management goals. For example, a
review of recent issues of the journals Fire Ecology
(13 years) and International Journal of Wildland Fire
(14 years) reveals a comparative lack of research emphasis on prescribed fire.1 Wildfire-focused articles appear
50% more and 300% more than prescribed fire articles in
Fire Ecology and the International Journal of Wildland
Fire, respectively. Similarly, a survey of awarded grants
from the US Joint Fire Science Program since its inception
shows an approximate 3:1 ratio of wildfire- to prescribedfire-focused grant awards. This disparity in research
attention is incongruent with the extent of wildfires and
prescribed fires in many landscapes. For example, the annual extent of prescribed fire in the US regularly outpaces
that of wildfire, with typical average values of circa 4 to
4.5 million ha of prescribed fire (Melvin 2018) versus only
2 to 4 million ha of wildfire (NIFC 2019). Furthermore, in
many regions across the globe, human ignitions define fire
regimes (Chuvieco et al. 2008), and there is often limited
capacity or need for suppression. Equally important is the
fact that where wildland fire is highly regulated, prescribed
fire managers must bear the responsibility of choosing to
start a fire, a decision with potentially weighty career and
legal consequences, and thus should be afforded the best
available science and technology (Yoder 2008). Moreover,
the greater opportunities to engineer fire behavior on

1

This survey by co-authors JM Varner and JK Hiers reviewed every
article published in the journal Fire Ecology from its inception to the
last issue of 2018. For the International Journal of Wildland Fire, we
categorized every article from 2005 to 2018. One of three categories
was assigned to each study: based on wildfire, based on prescribed fire,
or not relevant to either fire type.
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prescribed fire translate to a greater need for sciencebased decisions.
Within the existing wildland fire science framework,
there is an implicit assumption that science and tools
developed for wildfire application are appropriate for
prescribed fire. This assumption is problematic for
several reasons (Table 1). Planning horizons differ substantially, in that wildfire demands an urgent response,
whereas prescribed fire often affords advanced planning
implemented by established—and typically local—institutions or individuals. This difference in the planning
horizon influences how wildfire research is applied.
Beyond initial suppression efforts, wildfire models are
driven mainly by a narrow set of variables, the majority
of which encompass spatial scales and time frames
relevant to landscape wildfire behavior. The primary
research focus on wildfires is predicting rate of spread,
ensuring firefighter safety, and capturing progression
(perimeter growth) of an uncontained fire (Gomes Da
Cruz et al. 2013; Cruz et al. 2015; Yedinak et al. 2018).
In contrast, managing a typical prescribed fire requires a
detailed understanding of many additional complex and
interacting variables to meet management objectives.
Most prescribed fires occur on a single day or within a
few operational periods—nearly always within a defined
boundary—thus challenging the relevance of decision
support tools developed for wildfire fire management.
For example, prescribed fire’s multiple ignitions and
resulting fire behavior patterns are poorly encompassed
by any contemporary fire behavior or smoke prediction
model (Furman 2018). Wildfire science applications are
often designed for use by government fire agencies
responsible for fire suppression with access to standard
equipment, emergency personnel, and organizational
resources such as those established by the Incident
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Command System and the US National Wildfire
Coordinating Group (https://www.nwcg.gov/). In contrast,
prescribed fire is often conducted by private landowners
who are constrained by resource limitations to manage
fire with fundamentally different approaches to control
(Melvin 2018). Fire behavior and effects are often
drastically different between wildfires and prescribed fires
(Boer et al. 2009), with strong implications for ecological
effects (Covington and Moore 1994), carbon cycling
(Hurteau et al. 2008), and emissions production and transport (Goodrick et al. 2013). Because of these differences,
prescribed fire management generates unique research
questions about fire behavior phenomenon, fine-scale
weather, and manipulation of fire to achieve ecological
effects. Ultimately, the tools, research, and experiences
that aid wildfire suppression have limited application to
effectively guide prescribed fire management.
Here we identify fundamental differences between the
current approach to wildland fire science and prescribed
fire science needs in the areas of coupled fire–atmospheric feedback modeling, characterization of wildland
fuels, fire weather prediction, mechanistic fire effects,
and socio-political dimensions. Prescribed fires already
offer enormous opportunity for studying wildland fire in
an experimental context (Stocks et al. 2004; Ottmar
et al. 2016), but pursuing prescribed fire science as a distinct research initiative will allow for knowledge and
tools to address prescribed fire management needs
(Table 2). While we argue that the needs of wildfire and
prescribed fire science applications amount to a difference of kind, not degree, there are areas of managed
wildfire that clearly would benefit from the proposed
prescribed fire science agenda. While we draw supporting examples from prescribed fires and wildfires from
the US, many of these concepts span similar differences

Table 1 Fundamental differences between wildfire and prescribed fire science practice and application
Factor

Wildfire

Prescribed fire

Planning horizon

Days to weeks

Weeks to years; multiple years to decades

Scale at which research is applied

Hundreds to many thousands of hectares

Sub-meter to ~5000 ha

Primary motivation for science use
and application

Safety of human life, property, and
natural resource values

Meeting resource objectives without
disrupting human life, property

Post-fire effects actions and evaluation

Rehabilitation where needed, immediate,
opportunistically afterwards

Observation, immediate, then following
monitoring plans

Response to above evaluation

Rehabilitation where needed

Refinement of prescribed burning plan, adaptive
management, reapplication when appropriate

Study designs

Opportunistic, mostly lacking pre-fire data,
non-replicated

Pre-fire and control data often incorporated in
fire effects evaluation, often replicable

Horizon for experimental research

Limited: opportunistic, often hindered by logistical
hurdles, lack of access during fire; single event

Integrated: intentional planning for desired fire
behavior and effects; multiple and repeated
events (i.e., potential for replication in time and space)

Scientific expertise directly involved
in decision-making

Fire behavior, meteorology, smoke science,
fuels management

Fire behavior, fire ecology, fire history, social
sciences, smoke science, soil and watershed
science, meteorology, fuels management
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Table 2 Research needs in prescribed fire science
Science topics

Priority questions

Fuel characterization

What spatial scale does variation in
fuel influence fire behavior?
What drives scale-relevant fuel
moisture dynamics?

Fire effects

How does ignition pattern affect tree
stress and survival?
How do variations in season, intensity,
and frequency affect plant, animal, and
soil community responses?

Fire behavior

How does ignition pattern influence
interaction of fire lines?
How can we model manipulation of
fire lines and other backing and
flanking ignition patterns?

Fire meteorology and
climatology

How well do relevant fuels track
traditional metrics of atmospheric
moisture and solar radiation?
How much annual variation is there
in atmospheric conditions that allow
prescribed fire?
What are opportunities to expand
or modify prescribed burning
windows to meet objectives without
compromising safety?

Smoke behavior and
management

How do plumes differ in low-intensity,
small prescribed fires in comparison to
higher-intensity, larger wildfires?

between the science needs and approaches for intentional
application of fire for natural resource management in
wildlands across the globe.

Prescribed versus wildfire fire behavior
While the fundamental physics of combustion operate
across all wildland fire, the relevant interacting scales,
phenomena, and feedbacks of fire behavior create unique
needs for prescribed fire research applications. Nearly all
of the operational models in widespread use among fire
management agencies produced for wildfire suppression
in North America rely on a suite of assumptions to (1)
minimize computation time, and (2) focus on the behavior
of a point ignition that becomes an outwardly free-burning
fire. Most are empirically—not mechanistically—derived.
The Rothermel spread model (Rothermel 1972), which underlies nearly all US wildfire behavior tools (Finney 2004;
Andrews 2007), assumes free-burning firelines in order to
address the maximum forward spread of wildfires for developing suppression tactics. These models are less useful
for predicting prescribed fire behavior involving multiple
ignitions and interacting firelines. Canadian and Australian
systems for fire behavior predictions are based on empirical
observations of rates of spread, but they also cannot account for complex fireline interactions typical of prescribed
fire (Sullivan 2009a, 2009b). Because fire–atmosphere
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interactions are not explicitly represented in Rothermel’s
spread models or other empirical models of fire spread, fire
behavior prediction systems based on these equations and
commonly used in prescription development fail to
adequately inform prescribed fire decision-making and
planning. This creates a false sense of precision for
managers, which can have dire consequences regarding
prescribed fire outcomes (Hiers et al. 2016).
Required knowledge of fire behavior used in prescribed burning often deviates from wildfires in that (1)
prescribed fires are usually planned for a pre-defined
burn unit and ecosystem; (2) the presence of multiple
interacting firelines is nearly always critical to achieve
objectives; and (3) managers continuously manipulate
fire behavior through time by altering ignition patterns
to achieve specific ecological outcomes and to mitigate
changing weather conditions (Wade et al. 1989; Ryan
et al. 2013). Prescribed fire ignition patterns inherently
result in complex interacting firelines, the behavior of
which cannot be predicted using commonly available
modeling approaches (Furman 2018). Technological
advances in fire ignition devices have also outpaced
traditional fire behavior prediction. Aerial ignitions are an
example of a widely used but poorly studied prescribed
burn ignition technique, further complicated by emerging
drone ignition. A traditional wildfire spread calculation
approach to developing guidelines for aerial ignition grid
patterns fails to capture convective interactions—the main
driver of fire behavior resulting from mass ignitions (Fig. 1)
or resulting smoke management (Fig. 2). Thus, new,
coupled fire–atmospheric modeling tools are needed for
scenario testing (Linn et al. 2020) to improve prescribed
fire application while transforming manager expertise into
a translatable, communicable body of knowledge for
future practitioners. Given recognized limitations of wildfire focus on free-burning fires (Yedinak et al. 2018),
new approaches are needed to account for complex
fireline interactions that are fundamental to meeting
prescribed fire objectives. Research is needed to
account for fire-induced wind fields that would drive
fire spread and spotting. Understanding the role of
upwind vegetation induced drag, flow field interactions with firebreaks, and vegetation edge effects on fire
behavior is critical for understanding fire behavior,
particularly in the prescribed fire environment (Linn
et al. 2012).
Prescribed fire planning horizons often allow for more
computationally intense modeling tools to understand
how ignition manipulations could achieve both ecological objectives and keep fire contained within a predefined area (Furman 2018). The development of tools
required to take advantage of longer planning horizons lag
behind those of models for wildfire prediction (Sullivan
2009a). Since prescribed fire plans often specify the fire
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Fig. 1 FIRETEC modeled fuel consumption (A) and within-stand winds (B) in a prescribed burn unit in northern Florida, USA. Note the high
spatial variation in fuel consumption (from remnant unburned fuels to patches of crown consumption) and in wind directions and speed

behavior needed to achieve specific resource management
objectives relative to ignition patterns, managers have
been left without adequate research-based predictive tools
to support their decision-making (Wade et al. 1989;
Waldrop and Goodrick 2012). Advances in reducing computational time to model these interactions for prescribed
fire planning are beginning to show promise for
operational prediction (Linn et al. 2020). The benefits of
improved complex-ignition fire behavior modeling would
therefore include increased alignment of objectives and
outcomes, enhanced capacity to predict smoke production
and transport, and improved safety.
Wildfire research has begun to couple fire spread
models to atmospheric models at a variety of scales
(WRF-Fire [Coen et al. 2013], CAWFE [Coen 2013],
and FIRETEC [Linn et al. 2002]). These tools are
often validated against simplified prescribed fire ignitions that simulate wildfires (Mell et al. 2013). However, even these advanced fire behavior models often
focus on free-burning head fires—a condition that
rarely occurs over any significant portion of a prescribed burn unit. Understanding and predicting the
variation of backing fire (spread into the wind or
downslope) and flanking fire (spread perpendicular to
the wind) near environmental thresholds of combustion is essential for prescribed fire. Similarly, discontinuous ignition patterns (e.g., dot or dash ignitions
that are uniformly spaced fires that spread into each
other) are used extensively for moderating fire intensity on prescribed burns. Nonetheless, such techniques that rely on complex fireline interactions lack
the science underpinnings given to free-running

headfire in modeling or laboratory studies (Linn et al.
2013; Finney et al. 2015).
Concerns also arise when applying fire prediction and
fire danger tools such as FARSITE (Finney 1998),
NFDRS (Deeming et al. 1972), and BEHAVE+ (Andrews
2007) to discern expected prescribed fire behavior from
weather and fuels parameters. Many of these wildfire
tools were designed to predict fuel moisture or fire behavior under worst-case scenarios. Most prescribed fire
ignition plans call for less extreme weather scenarios—
so-called “marginal burning conditions”—so that ecological objectives can be met while containment risks are
minimized. Tools developed to predict fire behavior
in worst-case scenarios may fail to capture fire behavior under typical prescribed fire operation conditions
(Zhou et al. 2005). Similarly, the focus of wildfire science on maximum fire intensity and mean fuel consumption, rather than on the range of variation, fails
to adequately explain and predict fire effects contained in prescribed fire objectives (O'Brien et al.
2018). Such inaccuracies could result in exaggeration
of negative effects of prescribed fire or cancellation of
planned prescribed burns when conditions were in
fact appropriate for meeting management objectives
(Reid et al. 2012).
Wildland fire science has not met the needs of prescribed fire practitioners faced with increasingly complex
decisions. Consequently, determination of prescribed fire
parameters is generally derived from a manager’s experience on how to safely meet objectives. Changing land
use patterns, air quality regulations, novel fuels, and
climate all come with significant legal ramifications
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Fig. 2 Firing pattern and fire behavior are an underserved part of prescribed fire science. (A) Strip headfires versus (B) dot patterns typical of
aerial ignition are modeled with FIRETEC and show the complexity of fireline interaction on overall burn intensity on plume rise. While an aerial
ignition is initially less intense than a strip headfire, there are scale-dependent factors of fire–atmospheric feedback that drive plume
development and increase fire intensity of aerially ignitions beyond the initial patterns shown in this simulation. ATVs = all terrain vehicles

(McCullers 2013). Despite these very real consequences,
managers continue to use prescribed fire without the
support of a robust research infrastructure. In the absence of mechanistic predictions and models, scenario
testing becomes difficult and the education of new prescribed fire managers is inadequate, resulting in the inability to identify possible improvements in prescription
parameters and ignition plans as complexity increases. If
a prescribed fire results in unintended fire effects, future
use of prescribed fire might be discounted as a viable
management option even in natural areas where fire is
imperative to maintain ecosystem function (e.g., the
2000 Cerro Grande Fire in New Mexico, USA).

Fuels: toward 3- and 4-dimensional
characterization
Adequate multiscale characterization of vegetation structure and fuels is fundamental for predicting prescribed
fire behavior and effects (Hiers et al. 2009; Parsons et al.
2017; O'Brien et al. 2018). Stand-level generalizations are
a traditional focus of fuels characterizations, and early
fuels research was driven by potential fire hazard (Maxwell
and Ward 1980) and simplified into fuel models
(Anderson 1982) or fuelbeds (Sandberg et al. 2001). These
approaches helped to speed predictions of empirical operational fire behavior models (Rothermel 1983). They were
subsequently expanded to characterize large landscapes
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potentially subject to wildfire through remote sensing
crosswalks (Reeves et al. 2009; Rollins 2009). However,
this approach homogenized inherent ecological variations
relevant to many prescribed fire outcomes (O'Brien et al.
2018). While valuable in identifying broad characteristics
in two dimensions, these approaches overlook finer-scale,
three-dimensional (3-D) heterogeneity in fuels that provide context to local fire behavior and effects (Hiers et al.
2009; Achtemeier 2013; Dell et al. 2017). New methods to
characterize multiscale mosaics of vegetation are needed
to address the diversity of prescribed fire management objectives across ecosystems.
To this end, laser altimetry (e.g., LiDAR) continues to
expand the ability to estimate physical fuel properties at
higher spatial resolutions and in three dimensions with
greater precision than direct field sampling techniques
(Loudermilk et al. 2009; Skowronski et al. 2011; Rowell
et al. 2016). Yet, how these tools are used to provide input parameters to fire behavior models, such as surface
area-to-volume ratios, packing ratios, bulk density, and
their spatial heterogeneity must be standardized into
sampling and analytical techniques (Hawley et al. 2018).
Already LiDAR data are being used as inputs to
models predicting spatially explicit 3-D fire behavior
(Parsons et al. 2011). However, monitoring methods
continue to rely on coarse-scale, two-dimensional fuel
loading estimates (e.g., Brown’s planar intercept transects [Brown 1974]) and stand-scale means for
characterization of model inputs. Expanding 3-D fuels
mapping nationally with standard data collection,
analysis, and multi-scale forest characterization is a
frontier being pursued by prescribed fire scientists, as
evidenced by the Strategic Environmental Research and
Development Program (SERDP) funding investment in 3D fuel characterization (https://www.serdp-estcp.org/
News-and-Events/News-Announcements/Program-News/
SERDP-announces-FY-2019-new-start-project-selections).
Such improvements in fuels characterization for prescribed fire applications also offer benefits to modeling
behavior of managed wildfires to predict ecological effects
in structurally complex forest types (Pimont et al. 2009).
Prescribed fire objectives necessitate a detailed and nuanced understanding of the fine-scale micrometeorological
(Clements et al. 2016) and phenological conditions (Wiesner
et al. 2019) that influence fuel moisture dynamics of both
live and dead fuels (Jolly et al. 2014; Kreye et al. 2018).
Changes over time represent a “fourth dimension” of fuels
characterization. Dynamic within-stand diel patterns of
moisture are critical for improving prescribed fire planning
and execution. The spatial and temporal variability in fuel
moisture modulates local fire behavior (Tanskanen et al.
2006) and influences heterogeneity of burn severity and fire
effects, such as the pattern of unburned patches (Hiers et al.
2009; Parsons et al. 2017; Meddens et al. 2018). Fuel
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moisture predictions as currently generated from remote
automated weather stations do not provide adequate estimates in regions where prescribed fire dominates the area
burned (Hiers et al. 2019). Prescribed fires are ignited at specified times of day to capitalize on threshold diel fuel moisture dynamics (Banwell et al. 2013; Kreye et al. 2018), but
prediction of these fuel moisture thresholds depends on
shade and airflow derived from 3-D structural characteristics of the burn unit (Kreye et al. 2018).
Fuel moisture conditions for prescribed fires often include what would be considered marginal conditions for
fire spread (Zhou et al. 2005), as managers take advantage
of their nuanced, experience-based understanding of fuel
moisture and the local weather to safely and efficiently
achieve objectives (Fernandes and Botelho 2003). Moisture variation within complex matrices of live and dead
fuel particles across both temporal and spatial scales governs fire spread (Nelson 2001; Loudermilk et al. 2018).
Similarly, seasonal variation in phenology of living plant
material leads to variation in plant flammability (Jolly and
Johnson 2018) and rate of particulate matter emitted per
biomass consumed (Robertson et al. 2014). Fuel moisture
patterns at fine scales further complicate prescribed fire
operations in ways not planned for on wildfire operations
due to the sequence of ignitions and prescription constraints. For example, prescribed burns are most commonly initiated with a backing fire ignited under
conditions frequently closer to the moisture of extinction;
however, within-unit variation in moisture can, within
hours, produce heterogeneity in fire spread that can challenge containment. In this way, if marginal fire spread
under high moisture conditions is delayed, then containment could be challenged when exposed to solar-driven
changes in fuel drying rates not predicted by current
1-hour fuel moisture models (Kreye et al. 2018).
Spatial variability in forest stand conditions—even locations of individual trees—strongly influences ignition dynamics and can dramatically alter the effects of a
prescribed fire operation. For example, differences in fuel
mass, volume, and moisture content of organic lower
O-horizon (duff) and peats can alter combustion of
smoldering fuels and drive patterns of overstory stem
mortality (Varner et al. 2007; Fig. 3) and particulate matter
emissions (Robertson et al. 2014). Moreover, the consumption dynamics of coarse woody debris under higher
moisture conditions is a research need for prescribed fire
planning. Coarse woody debris, often associated with
death or damage of individual trees, has long moisture lag
times influencing residual smoke associated with longduration smoldering of heavy fuels (Hyde et al. 2011).

Fire effects: questions of scale
The ecological consequences of fire (i.e., fire effects) further illustrate the distinct needs between traditional
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Fig. 3 Fine-scale fuel and fire behavior variation in prescribed burns
can have significant consequences for ecological effects. Shown
here are two infrared thermographs of a prescribed fire in longleaf
pine in northern Florida, USA, on 6 March, 2008. (A) represents the
flaming phase and (B) represents patches of residual smoldering
consumption of woody fuels. The colors are scaled to radiative
power in kW m−2. The white bar in the lower right corresponds
to 1 m. Data are from Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, USA, 14 March 2015

wildfire-centric and prescribed fire research. Prescribed
fire is a manipulation of conditions and fire behavior to
achieve specific fire effects, which require active consideration before, during, and after a fire (Johnson and
Miyanishi 2001). In contrast, wildfire effects are frequently only assessed post fire, and are linked almost
exclusively to fire severity rather than directly to fire behavior. Unlike wildfires, prescribed fires are ignited only
when acceptable conditions and expected fire behavior
align with management objectives for specific fire effects
in predetermined locations. In prescribed fire, effects are
the goal; in wildfire, effects are to be mitigated, including
the impacts of suppression operations.
Ecological consequences are at the core of prescribed
fire science since most fires are applied to achieve targeted
fire effects. One common ecological objective is to achieve
selective mortality or injury to individual species or guilds.
For example, in grasslands and many savannas and woodlands, suppression or elimination of encroaching woody
vegetation is often the goal (Bragg and Hulbert 1976;
Engber and Varner 2012). However, the mechanisms
driving selective mortality or injury—and how to control
or model a fire to achieve these effects—are poorly
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understood (O'Brien et al. 2018). For example, manipulating differential fire effects requires an understanding of
the type and quantity of energy transfer both within an
individual organism and across a stand or landscape
(Dickinson and Ryan 2010; Smith et al. 2017; O'Brien
et al. 2018). Prescribed fire managers can readily modify
the patterns of fire energy release through the timing and
pattern of ignition. The effects of these techniques are primarily mediated by fire–atmosphere interactions (specifically patterns of convective energy transfer), fine-scale
distribution of fuels and their combustion properties, and
the ecological status of organisms being targeted (e.g.,
phenology or life history stage). Understanding how these
mechanisms interact to drive fire effects requires detailed
measurements of pre-fire vegetation structure, threedimensional fuel distribution, and patterns of fire energy
release during prescribed fire. Measurements taken only
after a fire (e.g., post-fire crown scorch or bole char) or at
coarse scales (e.g., LANDSAT 30 m × 30 m pixels) cannot
illuminate the mechanisms’ driving patterns, reducing
their predictive capacity to inform management (O'Brien
et al. 2018).
Much of wildfire-derived research focuses on understanding broad landscape patterns of burned versus unburned vegetation. While the “green versus black”
dichotomy is important for prescribed fire science, there
is a much greater need for understanding variation of
energy transfer within burned areas at finer scales
(Fig. 4). These scales differ from what is generally investigated in wildfire science, in which studies have focused
on landscape patterns of general severity categories (but
see Meddens et al. 2018). For example, within-fire variability in both energy release and individual plant mortality has been shown to be an important driver of
community assembly and plant population dynamics
(O'Brien et al. 2016; Dell et al. 2017). Capturing these
mechanisms requires detailed observation of fine-scale
fire behavior. Connecting these patterns to stand structure has been described as the ecology of fuels, and this
feedback represents a fundamental principle of prescribed
fire science (Mitchell et al. 2009).
In the case of wildfire, fire effects typically vary widely
and can do so over spatial extents that now frequently
exceed 10 000 to 100 000 ha in the western US (Stephens
et al. 2014; Jones et al. 2016). Managing both undesired
and desired effects from prescribed fire must be understood and predicted at scales ranging from 1 to 10 000 ha.
For example, in prescribed fires, tree injury (via damage to
crown, bole, or roots) occurs because of differential heat
transfer within typically heterogeneous fuels. Directly beneath a tree crown, accumulation of fuel can lead to significant soil heating, which varies significantly from
outside of the tree’s dripline and affects tree-survival soil
processes (Varner et al. 2007). At this scale, determining
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Fig. 4 Map of unburned patches in a heterogeneous prescribed fire of native longleaf pine–wiregrass vegetation in southern Georgia (Arcadia
Plantation), USA. Post-burn patchiness was a management objective realized by burning under marginal conditions (late afternoon and early
evening) on 26 March 2018. Gray color represents burned area and green color represents unburned patches. Inset photo by Kevin Robertson, taken
on 26 March 2018

mechanisms for how local heat transfer relates to withintree physiology emerges as a research and modeling
priority (O'Brien et al. 2018), one with a strong nexus to
prescribed fire managers.
The significance of expanding our understanding of
prescribed fire effects at the appropriate scale extends to
wildlife. For example, in longleaf pine (Pinus palustris
Mill.) woodlands of the southeastern US, large pines are
the nesting substrate for the federally endangered cavitynesting Red-cockaded Woodpecker, Picoides borealis
Vieillot (Walters et al. 2002). Frequent fires (more than
two fires per decade) are required for the maintenance
of Red-cockaded Woodpecker habitat and to minimize
cavity tree mortality from higher-intensity fires of longer
intervals (Walters et al. 2002). Backing fires are often lit
adjacent to individual tree boles such that overall standlevel fire behavior predictions may not correspond to

the effects on the cavity trees (Williams et al. 2006).
Prescribed fire effects are synergistic with managed
ignitions and often highly variable; critical information is
lost if predicting fire impacts is approached at coarse
scales frequently applied to large wildfires.
Wildfire science has also tended to focus on single-fire
events, while prescribed fire science must consider the cumulative and long-term effects of managed fire regimes
and fire–vegetation feedbacks that occur at smaller spatial
and temporal scales (Freeman et al. 2019). In this light,
prescribed fire science is a bridge to fire ecology and ecosystem resilience. Existing fire effects tools (e.g., FOFEM
[First Order Fire Effects Model] and its incorporation into
other tools [Reinhardt 1997]) tend to be most relevant to
conditions following long periods of fire exclusion, including the presence of significant amounts of duff, typical of
wildfire scenarios (Pingree and Kobziar 2019). The tools
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needed to guide decision-making to optimize effects of repeated applications of prescribed fire differ greatly from
those aimed at minimizing or predicting undesired effects
of rare and independent wildfire events (O'Brien et al.
2018). The cumulative effect on vegetation of prescribed
fire regimes over the course of many fires has been well
demonstrated (Glitzenstein et al. 2012), although little effort yet has been made to predict such effects.
While prediction of fire effects is important to both
prescribed fire and wildfire, existing fire effects decisionsupport software systems supported at a national level in
the US (e.g., FOFEM, FVS-FFE [Forest Vegetation
Simulator-Fire and Fuels Extension; Beukema et al.
2003], IFT-DSS [Interagency Fuel Treatment Decision
Support System; Drury et al. 2016]) are most relevant to
planning hazardous fuel treatments and post-wildfire response relative to erosion and salvage. They also suffer
from inadequate fire effects and fire behavior prediction
(see review in Reinhardt and Dickinson 2010). The
prototype IFT-DSS had a strong fire effects focus, while
the application that is currently operational (http://www.
iftdss.firenet.gov) is focused on risk assessment in landscapes where hazardous fuels are a central problem. Development of decision support tools for prescribed fire
would necessarily include the non-extreme weather and
fuels conditions, links between fire behavior and fire effects at finer scales, and differential seasonal effects (e.g.,
due to phenology, physiology, or breeding patterns). In
addition, for many ecosystems, the frequent and iterative
nature of many prescribed burns generates effects that
are inherently compounded or influenced by fire–vegetation feedbacks—dynamics not easily captured in existing
decision-support tools. For example, three prescribed
burns following extended fire exclusion in a single stand
have very different consequences than 50 years of
burning at a three-year interval, and it is the overall fire
regime’s effects that require assessment (Freeman et al.
2019). Examples of potential developments include
repeated-fires decision-support tools that target how
prescribed fire can be used to consume fuels (Gallagher
2017), kill encroaching trees or non-native plants
(Engber and Varner 2012), modify wildlife habitat characteristics for species of special concern (Hiers et al.
2016), modify forest structure (Mitchell et al. 2009),
release soil nutrients and affect carbon sequestration
(Godwin et al. 2017), predict fire emissions (Robertson
et al. 2014), and perpetuate particular populations and
community assemblages (O'Brien et al. 2016; Dell et al.
2017; Freeman et al. 2019). Although some global vegetation models have advanced capacity to integrate fire–
vegetation–climate dynamics (e.g., Bachelet et al. 2005),
they lack flexibility for producing predictions at
spatial and temporal scales relevant to prescribed fire
decision-making.
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The fundamentally experimental nature of prescribed
burning offers opportunity for developing mechanistic
understanding of fire. Whereas linking pre-fire conditions, fire behavior, and fire effects is difficult and a rarity in wildfire studies (Lydersen et al. 2014; Miesel et al.
2018), the potential to do so exists in almost every prescribed fire (Table 1). Prescribed fire experiments link
fire behavior to fire effects in real time, providing the
mechanism for addressing questions of fire’s role in
shaping current and future ecosystems.

Prescribed fire weather
At first glance, the weather elements important to wildfires and prescribed fires appear quite similar, but their
relationships to key indicators, such as area burned, differ greatly (Fig. 5). The basic roles of atmospheric properties such as air temperature, relative humidity, wind,
precipitation, and, to a lesser extent, atmospheric stability in the fire environment are well understood. Review
studies reveal the importance of vertical interactions between atmospheric conditions and surface fire behavior
and weather (Schroeder and Buck 1970; Potter 2012a,
2012b). These reviews culminate with discussions of
plume and vortex dynamics (Potter 2012b). A common
theme throughout these reviews is how various weather
parameters contribute to “blow up fires” or cases of “extreme fire behavior.” This focus on the extreme end of
the spectrum of fire–atmosphere interactions is understandable as it is critical knowledge for firefighter and
community safety; however, such a focus has less utility
in a prescribed fire context. More marginal conditions
(i.e., higher fine dead fuel moisture) and the generally
subdued intensity characteristic of prescribed fires require research into a range of potential fire–atmosphere

Fig. 5 Conceptual model of wildfire and prescribed fire activity
(presented here as area burned) shows fundamentally different
dependencies on the ranges of simple fire-weather parameters such
as time since last rain, drought index, or wind speed
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interactions that are masked by the strong buoyant circulations of high-intensity wildfire. As an example, several studies have explored how low-intensity fires
influence mean and turbulent flows within a forest canopy, as well as their interactions on smoke transport and
dispersion (Kiefer et al. 2013, 2015). These investigations
are of clear utility for prescribed fires but will also improve our understanding of wildfires burning under
more marginal conditions.
Prescribed fire science will also require a unique and
expanded treatment of climate data. For wildfire, the
focus from a climate perspective is to identify periods of
drought and higher temperatures, since the worst fire
seasons tend to occur when one or both factors are
higher than normal (Littell et al. 2016). For prescribed
fires, the combination of weather conditions required to
achieve the desired objective create a much more multifaceted scenario referred to as the “prescription window”
(Wade et al. 1989). In prescribed burn planning, weather
conditions help define the fire environment used to generate a desired and expected fire behavior, subject to operational constraints. These constraints include resource
availability, fuel moisture, and restricted wind directions
due to smoke concerns (Fischer 1978; Waldrop and
Goodrick 2012; Chiodi et al. 2018). A prescribed fire
requires conditions that are dry enough to burn, but not
so dry as to elevate fire intensity, cause unwanted damage to the ecosystem, or compromise safety; winds must
be sufficient to move the fire and disperse smoke, but
not so strong as to cause control problems through elevated intensity or spot-fire ignition. Winds also must be
from directions that avoid smoke impacts to sensitive
areas. The likelihood of a prescription being met on any
given day becomes a problem involving several joint
probabilities (e.g., Chiodi et al. 2018), and current tools
do not allow for fire planning to adequately vary ignition
patterns simultaneously with a range of multiple micrometeorological variables coupled to combustion dynamics. One result is that prescription thresholds for
individual parameters are often set conservatively without consideration of the counter-influence of other parameters that may present a broader range of conditions
under which prescribed fires can be applied safely and
effectively.
Prescribed fire practitioners are considered legally responsible for the smoke their burns produce, which
means that precise and accurate predictions of smoke
impacts are critical to the successful and safe use of prescribed fire (Charney and Fusina 2006). Prescription
windows are significantly influenced by the need to
minimize smoke impacts, particularly at night or near
smoke-sensitive areas (e.g., Class 1 airsheds in the US
[Hyde et al. 2017]). The consideration of smoke for
acceptable prescription windows adds meteorological
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variables such as mixing height and transport winds, or
derived indices such as the ventilation index and atmospheric dispersion index (Chiodi et al. 2018). Several tools
have been developed to assist land managers in managing smoke; however, these tools currently have large
uncertainties, which must be refined if air quality standards become more restrictive (Goodrick et al. 2013).
The advancement of smoke research and forecasting systems associated with large-scale, multi-disciplinary prescribed fire experiments, such as FASMEE (Fire and
Smoke Model Evaluation Experiment; Liu et al. 2018), is
key to supporting the operational needs of prescribed
fire managers (Liu et al. 2019).

Conclusions
The burden of intentional action has always been greater
than that of inaction in wildland fire. The focus on wildfires—particularly large-scale fires that challenge firefighting tactics and are extremely costly both financially
and in terms of human suffering—has overshadowed the
less dramatic but important management needs of prescribed fire. The spatial extent of prescribed fire outpaces wildfire in most years, but the discipline receives a
fraction of the research investment or public attention,
incurring a significant opportunity loss for wildland fire
science. The lack of cross-applicability from wildfirefocused research to prescribed fire science and management has led to both a demand for research and a recognition that tools developed for wildfire management do
not support the needs of prescribed fire practitioners.
Moreover, climate change is challenging decades of experiential knowledge that has fueled productive prescribed fire management in the absence of adequate
supporting science. The research gaps identified in this
manuscript represent an important blueprint for addressing the needs of prescribed fire managers worldwide, with important crossover application to managed
wildfires (Table 2).
While not explicitly addressed in this manuscript, the
social and political dimension in a prescribed fire science
agenda cannot be overstated. Arguably, social science
does not exhibit the same over-focus on wildfire as detailed above for other disciplines, but any prescribed fire
research agenda must include clear and prominent consideration of the full range of ways social science could
help improve our understanding of prescribed fire management practices, the burden of intentional action, and
how societies can better adapt to fire.
The fundamental differences in fire behavior characteristics between prescribed fires and wildfires exemplify
the need for new fire models, smoke dispersion tools,
and ecosystem process models capable of capturing the
variation and complexity of prescribed fires to meet objectives. Advancements for prescribed fire tools must (1)
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predict the impact of complex ignition patterns; (2) incorporate fire–atmospheric interactions; (3) predict most
likely (instead of most extreme) fire behavior that occurs
under marginal weather and fuel conditions; (4) accurately account for flanking and backing fire dynamics;
and (5) link energy dose to prediction of fire effects.
While existing and emerging coupled fire–atmospheric
models (Linn et al. 2020) can help predict these phenomena in a research context, readily accessible management tools have yet to be developed. Moreover, tools
that advance mechanistic connections of coupled fire–
atmospheric dynamics to ecological fire effects are years
away. In the meantime, research grade models can be used
to develop innovative training environments such as virtual
reality simulations that game ignition patterns (Furman
2018) and assess fuel treatment effectiveness (Ex et al.
2019). Just as flight simulators are required for pilots, use of
such tools for prescribed burn boss training could become
a standard supplemental experience to better align fire behavior with prescribed fire planning, implementation, and
outcomes.
Prescribed fire science as a disciplinary focus is long
overdue, especially as we seek to increase the application
of prescribed fire on the landscape (DOI-DOA 2014;
Kolden 2019). We argue that this research agenda will
be a critical part of managing resilient ecosystems in a
rapidly changing world. Investment now into prescribed
fire science will help sustain this management tool to
meet natural resource management objectives and maintain public safety on both public and private lands. The
knowledge and tools developed will not only support
prescribed fire management but will likely apply to
managed wildfires, improving the integration of ecological
outcomes into unplanned ignitions. Prescribed fire is an
inherently social–ecological system and is one of the most
effective techniques for enabling a future in which people
can live sustainably with fire. A focus on the “fires we use”
has an immediate impact on the ability to safely and effectively achieve natural resource objectives for societal
benefit and ecosystem resilience.
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